Translational Drift Robot
Overview

Translational drift is a method of controlling wheeled
robots where a robot rotates around a vertical axis
at high speeds, and can translate in the horizontal
plane simultaneously. The direction and movement
is caused by varying the speed of each drive motor
to produce a directional translation. These robots
use LED’s that lights is at the same frequency as the
robot’s rotation and creates an arc of light, similar to
POV light display systems.
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Goals

*Create a working prototype featherweight(<30 lbs) translational drift robot for
Motorama (Competition)
*Meet specified customer and engineering requirements
*Create a fully functional beetleweight(<3 lbs) robot for ImagineRIT
*Attempt to implement absolute reference (user dependent direction) for better control

Electronics

*Accelerometers used to measure the speed
and adjust accordingly for translational drift
*Magnetometers used to measure magnetic
forces

For further information

edge.rit.edu/edge/P18390/public/Home
riobotz.com

Chassis

*Machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy
*Symmetry to allow for reversibility and
centering the Moment of Inertia
*Angled to ensure it will tip back to position

Teeth

*Machined from SR Tool Steel
*Heat treated at RIT Material Science Lab
*Extremely Hard for Impacts (Rockwell B ~60)

Timing Belt Drive System

*Connects Motors to Wheels through
timing pulleys and belt
*Allows for maximum power with least
amount of stress on motors

FrSky Transmitter/Reciever

*Creates connection between robot and
controller
*2.4 GHz radio frequency
*Ensures connectivity when needed most

Lipo Battery

*Powers entire robot

Polycarbonate Cover

Motors

*Allows Transmitter to function properly
*Flexible, and ductile allowing for impact to be
made without fracture
*Heat vents made for motors heat to dissipate

*Varying the speed of the motors allows for translational drift
*Robot reaches around 3000 RPM
*Mounted on bearing blocks to allow for rotation with a secure fit
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